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RetailMeNot's Top Ways to Save While Shopping at Kohl's
AUSTIN, Texas, Feb. 27, 2019 /PRNewswire/ -- As many loyal Kohl's shoppers may know, there are various ways
to save at the retail chain. From "Kohl's Cash" to price matching, our shopping and trends expert, Sara Skirboll,
has come up with her top pro tips for how shoppers can snag the most savings.

Check out a few of her top tricks below and head to the RetailMeNot blog, The Real Deal for the full list.

1. Sign Up for Email and Text Alerts

You can get a 15% off coupon when you sign up to receive Kohl's emails. Even better? Those emails alert
shoppers about sales and specials and often contain even more coupons. Sign up for text messages too, as
shoppers can get a 15% off coupon code and stay updated on special sales and promotions.

2. Use Multiple Coupons

Kohl's lets shoppers use up to four different coupons for each online purchase. For example, use a storewide
coupon for 20% off the entire purchase; on top of a department-specific coupon, such as 10% off bedding;
Kohl's reward codes, such as Kohl's Cash or Yes2You Rewards; and a free shipping code – now that is stacking
your savings.

3. Track Savings with the Kohl's App

Shoppers should download the Kohl's app to scan in your coupons and Kohl's Cash, track Yes2You Rewards
points and pay your Kohl's credit card bill.

4. Get Kohl's Cash

Several times throughout the year, Kohl's releases special offers in which shoppers can spend $50 and get $10
back in Kohl's Cash, which is basically free money to save for the next shopping spree.

5. Shop Power Hours

Between 3 p.m. on Friday and 1 p.m. on Saturday, Kohl's hosts a Power Hour with discounts ranging from 10%
to 25% off. This event happens several times per month, too, so be sure to pay attention to when these
discounts happen.

6. Order Online, In Store

Use the Kohl's kiosk within the store to order products that aren't currently available in store to ensure free
shipping.

7. Price Match for Best Prices

If shoppers find an item at another store for less money, they are able to price match it at Kohl's—as long as the
other store has a physical location. Bonus: You can even use a coupon and Kohl's Cash on items that you price
match.

8. Senior Discount on Wednesdays

Kohl's offers special senior discounts on Wednesdays. Shoppers 55 years or older will get an extra 15% off your
purchase!

9. Get a Price Adjustment

If the price of an item goes down later, shoppers are able to get a price adjustment within 14 days. Forget
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coupons at home? Get price adjust for that, too.

10. Always Look for Kohl's Coupons

Look for Kohl's coupons at RetailMeNot. Before checking out, always be sure to look at our site to ensure you're
utilizing all the deals you can.

About RetailMeNot, Inc. 
RetailMeNot, Inc. (https://www.retailmenot.com/corp/) is a leading savings destination connecting consumers
with retailers, restaurants and brands, both online and in-store. The company enables consumers across the
globe to find hundreds of thousands of digital offers to save money while they shop or dine out. RetailMeNot,
Inc. estimates that approximately $4.4 billion in retailer sales were attributable to consumer transactions from
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solution. The RetailMeNot, Inc. portfolio of websites and mobile applications includes RetailMeNot.com
in the United States; RetailMeNot.ca in Canada; VoucherCodes.co.uk in the United Kingdom; ma-reduc.com and
Poulpeo.com in France; and GiftCardZen.com and Deals2Buy.com in North America. As wholly owned
subsidiaries of Harland Clarke Holdings, RetailMeNot and Valassis, a leader in intelligent media delivery, are
partnering to connect retailers and consumers through meaningful digital, mobile and print promotions both
online and in store.
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